t cannot be stressed enough: HCI is everywhere. It is everywhere in the sense that interactive technology is influencing all aspects of everyday life. It is also everywhere in the sense that HCI research is engaging all corners of our globe. In this issue we have two signs of that: a cover story about the Internet of Things and a special topic on HCI in Asia.
In the cover story, TU Delft professor Elisa Giaccardi states that we are living in what she calls the connected everyday. She argues that our field has to seriously engage with the challenge of "how we can facilitate meaningful opportunities for communication and interaction." For Giaccardi, this is not a question of how digital technologies can make our lives more effective; instead, "it is a fundamental design question about the kind of life we want to live." Articulating her vision about how to approach this challenge, she writes, "In order to design digital networks that integrate meaningfully into our everyday lives, we need to learn how to design for commensurability. That is, we need to make our ability to connect to people and things across networks commensurate with our practices in the physical world." We hope this vision of our field will promote lively discussion and debate among readers.
It is exciting to be able to present the special topic "Interactions in Asia" as members of our field are preparing to visit Korea in April for CHI 2015. The growth of HCI in Asia is extraordinary. In the introduction to the special topic, Tek-Jin Nam from KAIST points out that despite this growth, the Asian HCI community is still a minority in the global HCI community, but he closes on a hopeful note: "Now is the time to share aspirations, challenges, and experiences. I hope these articles will trigger exchange and collaboration between the Asian HCI community and the rest of the global HCI community." If you plan to go to Korea for CHI, this special topic is a great introduction. Don't forget to visit the Interactions website (http://interactions.acm. org/). Our bloggers are eager to get your feedback on their posts. And if you comment on a blog post, we will try to publish your thoughts in an upcoming issue of the magazine.
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